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ABSTRACT

In recent years there have been some major developments in the space industry

with the introduction of fully electrically propelled satellites. All-electric propulsion en-

ables smaller and lighter satellite design that reduces the launch costs by a big margin when

compared to traditional satellites with chemical propulsion. Due to its efficient propellant

usage, solar electric propulsion (SEP) has now become an attractive option for low thrust

orbit raising to geosynchronous equatorial orbit (GEO). However, the key issue with SEP is

its long transfer time spanning several months. Moreover, this long transit exposes the solar

arrays of the satellite to the highly energized trapped particles of the Van Allen radiation

belts. The charged particles have serious effects on the mission lifetime because the solar

cells generate power for all operations and may get damaged by the radiation exposure.

Thus, it has become very important to characterize the power loss due to radiation damage.

This thesis proposes the use of an artificial neural network (ANN) based framework

for predicting the power loss of all-electric satellites during low thrust orbit-raising through

the Van Allen belts. The developed networks can be beneficial in computing thrust availabil-

ity of the satellite within low-thrust mission design tools that compute optimal orbit-raising

trajectory for the satellite. In this study, a radiation dataset for the trapped particles is cre-

ated using the combination of AE9/AP9 radiation tool and SPENVIS software developed by

the European Space Agency (ESA). The dataset is then used for training of an ANN, which

predicts the loss of power during orbit raising maneuvers. The application of the network to

a sequential low-thrust orbit-raising solver is demonstrated through numerical simulations

for orbit-raising starting from different geosynchronous transfer orbits. The specific solver

was chosen for its ability to compute low-thrust orbit raising trajectories in a fast and robust

manner. It is observed that the satellites output power can deteriorate approximately by

15%-25% to reach its final destination of GEO. When compared to conventional methods

the proposed technique provides comparable results for solar array degradation; moreover,

the rapid computations using ANN preserves the fast and robust nature of the solver.
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NOMENCLATURE 

 

ACRONYMS 

AFRL Air Force Research Laboratory 

ANN Artificial Neural Network 

CME Coronal Mass Ejections 

CRAND Cosmic Ray Albedo Neutron Decay 

DDD Displacement Damage Dose 

EOR Electric Orbit Raising 
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HYTOP Hybrid Trajectory Optimization Program 
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NRL Naval Research laboratory 

SCREAM Solar Cell Radiation Environment Analysis Model 

SEP Solar Electric Propulsion 

SEPSPOT Solar Electric Propulsion Steering Program for Optimal Trajectories 

SPENVIS Space Environment Information System 

TID Total Ionizing Dose 

 

SYMBOLS 

μ Gravitational parameter, km3/s2 
m Mass of the spacecraft, kg 
i Inclination angle, deg 
h Magnitude of specific angular momentum, km2/s 
k Index of sub-problem optimization 
e eccentricity 
x State vector of spacecraft 
u Control thrust vector 
F Keplerian rate of change of state variables 
Dk Proton displacement damage dose, MeV/g 
φ True anomaly like angle, deg 

P Propulsive power, kW 
W1 , W2 Weights of the neural network 
b1 , b2 Biases of the neural network 
f1 , f2 Activation functions 



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

In recent years, solar electric propulsion (SEP) has found larger use in the satellite industry,

with global telecommunication satellite operators launching so-called all-electric satellites [1,

2, 3]. The fuel savings due to incorporation of SEP allows for design of light-weight and

small-sized spacecraft, resulting in significantly reduced launch costs [4]. These satellites

contribute towards advancement of scientific research, communication technology as well as

provide opportunities for potential economic gains. With more private initiatives alongside

various government missions, the satellite industry has become very competitive. Thus

reduction of associated mission expenditure especially the launch cost has become a very

important factor, thus more emphasis is given to the development and improvement of all

electric propulsion system for electric orbit raising (EOR) as well as station keeping [5]. In

2015, Eutelsat 115WB and ABS-3A were equipped with Boeing 702SP all electric propulsion

system and their successful deployment into space marked a major paradigm shift in the

satellite industry [6]. The satellites were solely propelled by electrical propulsion, with the

onboard thrusters being used for both geostationary orbit insertion and station keeping.

Later on Eutelsat 172WB was launched which reached its destination orbit in around four

months. Furthermore the SES-14 was launched with a comparatively heavier payload and

required almost seven months to raise its orbit.

Although there are great mass saving benefits of the all electric propulsion,the major

drawback for them is the long transit time. While the traditional chemical propulsion could

reach the commercially important geosynchronous equatorial orbit in a matter of days, it

takes the SEP several months to reach the same orbit as shown in Figure 1. Moreover, the low

thrust yields to multiple revolution around the earth which results in significantly longer time
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Figure 1: Example of low thrust orbit raising from GTO-GEO with 227 revolutions
.

spent within the highly charged Van Allen radiation belts surrounding the Earth [7, 8, 9].

Such slow transfer, exposes the electrical components, specifically the deployed solar arrays

of the satellite, to the highly energized particles (mainly protons and electrons) trapped in

the Van Allen radiation belts [10, 11, 12]. The energy level of these charged particles vary

from near zero to millions of electron volts. These charged particles can damage the solar

cells, resulting in the degradation of solar array power, and thereby deteriorates the thrust

availability for the transfer. Thus, it is important to model the power degradation of solar

arrays during the orbit-raising maneuver in order to obtain accurate orbit-raising trajectories

for mission design purposes. However, the process of determining the power degradation is

not straight-forward because a variety of different factors needs to be accounted for; flux of

charge particles of different energy levels vary along the trajectory, radiation dose depends

on both cell material type and amount of shielding. Moreover, uncertainties in space weather

causes an uncertainty in the flux of charged particles.

Lately, there has been some growing interest in using artificial intelligence techniques in

the field of astrodynamics [13]. A Neural network was used for the mass optimal control

problem and time optimal low thrust orbit raising scenario but solar radiation models were

still not incorporated [14, 15]. An artificial neural network (ANN) approach can be used as
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a bridging tool between the radiation effects on cell power and already existing trajectory

optimizers. Moreover, ANN would also ensure that the incorporation of radiation model

would not effect the computation of orbit-raising trajectory.

Thus in this thesis, we envision a machine-learning assisted prediction of solar radiation

degradation that will allow simultaneous trajectory optimization and radiation damage com-

putation based on AP9 radiation models. For this purpose we also revisit a recent research

on low thrust trajectory optimization that computes the trajectory in a rapid way [8]. The

goal of this study is to develop a framework that would incorporate a neural network to the

trajectory solver to predict the power loss of the propulsion system due to radiation during

orbit raising, without any computational time penalty.

1.2 Literature Review

1.2.1 Van Allen Belts and Radiation Effects

In 1958, zones of highly energetic charged particles were first detected by Geiger Counters

installed on the Explorer 1 [16]. The Van Allen Belts are almost shaped like doughnuts

and have a two zone structure [17]. The belts are more prominent over the equator and

mostly absent around the poles.The inner region ranges from about 700-10,000 km altitude

with maximum particle density approximately 3,000 km above the terrestrial surface while

the outer belt ranges approximately from 14,000 km to 60,000 km altitude. The inner belt

largely consists of highly energetic protons with energies exceeding 10 MeV and are produced

by a combination solar flares, coronal mass ejections (CME) and cosmic ray albedo neutron

decay (CRAND), that gets trapped within the Earth’s magnetic field [18, 19, 20, 21]. The

outer Van Allen belt consists mostly of helium ions from the solar wind and electrons with

energies upto 10 MeV. When compared to the inner belt, the protons have much lower energy

levels in the outer one [22, 23]. The trapped protons and electrons go through a bounce like

motion within hemispheres [24].

Due to the perturbances in the interplanetary magnetic field, geomagnetic storms are

formed which effects the Earth’s magnetic field as well as the surrounding space environ-
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Figure 2: Cross section of the Van Allen radiation belts
.

ment [25, 26]. The launch of the two Radiation Belt Storm Probes (later renamed as Van

Allen Probes) in 2012 provided with detailed information during the phase of solar cycle 24

and significantly improved on the modelling of the charged particles and the measurement

techniques [27, 28, 29]. After major solar induced geomagnetic storms, there was a transient

formation of a third radiation belt consisting of charged electrons with energy levels grater

than 2 MeV [30]. But the formation of the belt was abruptly broken with the occurrence of

powerful shock waves from CME’s [31].

The interaction of the charged particles with the exposed surface of a satellite or spacecraft

can have detrimental consequences [32]. Severe solar activity in 1991 caused solar panel

degradation of GOES-7 satellite thus reducing its planned lifetime [33]. Significant mission

updates were required after the loss of automatic attitude control of NOAA-11 satellite

due to intense solar flare event [34]. Moreover there was a major failure of the mission of

MARECS-1 satellite due to damage of its solar panels caused by extreme solar activity [35].

The degrading effects of spacecraft in the space environment are mainly caused by two

radiation damage mechanisms namely- Total Ionizing Dose (TID) and Displacement Damage

Dose (DDD) [36]. The total ionizing dose refers to the ionization of spacecraft materials when

charged particles pass through it. The radiation can build up a region of trapped positive

charge in the layers of semiconductor components, which could lead to component defects

therefore may result in the failure of a system of the spacecraft [37]. In case of the low Earth

orbits (LEO), the trapped proton particles play a key role in TID [38]. However in case of
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medium Earth orbits (MEO) and higher altitudes protons have minimal contribution to the

TID [39].

Figure 3: Displacement damage due to the incident of charged particles
.

Displacement damage occurs when highly charged particles impact on the cell material

and the atoms of the lattice structure are displaced by the incident radiation. The incident

particles lose some energy to ionizing and non-ionizing processes while traversing through

the material and that energy causes the displacement of cell atoms from its lattice position

thus degrading the material [40]. This displacement damage dose causes the spacecraft to

lose it’s maximum power output due to the degradation of the solar cells [41]. Therefore

it is very much likely that a spacecraft will experience some amount of power degradation

while raising its orbit to GEO because of the trapped protons of the Van Allen belts. The

power degradation due to radiation damage during orbit raising thus is mainly dependent

upon the starting orbit, time spent in the Van Allen belts, transfer strategy and the type of

cell material as well as the amount of shielding being used [9].

1.2.2 Solar Cell technology

Space solar cell application for power generation has seen a drastic increase with the intro-

duction of solar electric propelled satellites. However the solar cells are subjected to greater
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challenges with requirements for higher energy efficiency and improved resisting character-

istics to radiation [42]. The main purpose of the solar cells is to generate power for the

propulsion system during its orbit raising mission (excluding eclipses). Moreover the cells

provide power to run on board sensors and electronics. Thus the space solar cell research

is focused towards the improvement of energy conversion efficiency, radiation resistance and

increasing of the power to mass ratio [43, 44]. Another important aspect of solar cell re-

search is the performance metrics under the irradiation environment of the Van Allen belts.

As the degradation of the solar cells in such conditions directly effect the thrust output of

the spacecraft thus the overall life-time of the space mission is compromised. Therefore a

certain thickness of protective shield is incorporated to the cell to resist the effect of those

highly charged particles [45].

Figure 4: ZTJ triple junction solar cell structure [46]
.

Previously there was extensive use of silicon based single junction solar cells for space

missions [47]. Later on more emphasis was given to the development of Gallium arsenide

(GaAS) based solar cells due to their superior performance when compared to Si cells [48].

However the problem with this type of cell is that, when exposed to excess photon, energy is

lost in the form of heat [49]. Hence, multi junction cells as shown in Figure 4 were introduced
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to tackle the issue. In this type of structure, semiconductor materials with different band

gaps are arranged in a descending order in terms of band gap width from top to bottom

[42]. Currently the triple junction cells composed of GaInP , GaAs and Ge based subcells

are the most widely used in space missions with energy conversion efficiency around 35

percent [50, 51]. Recently energy efficiency of more than 40 percent was obtained by using

six junction solar cells but the complexity of the fabrication process when the number of

junction is increased and the associated excessive cost does not make it the best candidate

for current space missions [52, 42].

1.2.3 Low Thrust Orbit Raising

Solar Electric Propulsion Steering Program for Optimal Trajectories (SEPSPOT) was one of

the initial optimization tools for obtaining optimal geocentric low-thrust orbit-raising trans-

fers [53]. It utilized the indirect optimization method in which two point boundary value

problem is solved to determine the optimal transfer. However, incorporation of space envi-

ronment effects into SEPSPOT turned out to be computationally challenging for practical

applications. Ilgen proposed the Hybrid Trajectory Optimization Program (HYTOP) by

combining direct optimization method with optimal control theory and used 1 MeV equiva-

lent fluence method for modelling radiation [54]. In this case the power loss factor was de-

termined by interpolation of tabular radiation data summarized in Reference [55]. A hybrid

electro-chemical design was developed using McIlwan’s magnetic L-shell coordinates, which

computed the total accumulated radiation dose [56, 57]. However, the solar array power

loss was not correlated to the obtained radiation dose. The trade-offs between fuel savings,

minimum transfer time as well as radiation effects during various orbit raising cases were

analyzed in References [58] and [59]. But in both of these work, the power degradation was

uncoupled from trajectory optimization with minimum time trajectories being determined

first and then radiation damage for those trajectories being computed [7]. Accumulated

particle fluence and the Earth shadow effects were taken into consideration while computing

transfer time and final mass for transfers to geosynchronous equatorial orbit (GEO) from
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different starting orbits by Duchemin et al [60]. The transfers utilized a sequence of thrust

control laws to maneuver to GEO and were not optimized [61]. After development of a new

approach based on the computation of displacement damage dose, the Solar Cell Radiation

Environment Analysis Model (SCREAM) software by the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)

was used to analyze the solar cell power degradation during transfers from geosynchronous

transfer orbit (GTO) to GEO [62, 63]. Computation of the displacement damage dose rely-

ing on approximate analytical radiation flux model, which can be easily incorporated within

numerical optimization scheme, was developed in Reference [7], although power degradation

was not eventually included during transfers. In 2018, Kluever and Messenger presented a

novel method for characterizing the power degradation during low-thrust orbit-raising due

to the trapped particles based on SCREAM calculations [9]. Very recently in 2020, Kelchner

and Kluever proposed a method that employs curve fits of optimal transfer and polynomial

expressions for the orbital elements for quick evaluation of low thrust transfers to GEO [61].

Note that while early efforts on capturing the radiation dose were analytical model based

on AP-8 radiation model [64], recent studies were mainly semi-analytical approach utilizing

AE9/AP9 radiation model and the SCREAM software [9]. These radiation analysis follow

an initial trajectory optimization process and allows for a re-optimization of the trajectory

based on anticipated radiation damage.

1.2.4 Neural Networks

Artificial neural networks (ANN) are composed of simple elements operating together which

are inspired by biological nervous systems. A neural network can correlate several parameters

with uncertain datasets without requiring complex mathematical modelling [65]. A neural

network consists of number of nodes and can be trained to perform a particular function by

adjusting the values of the connections known as weights between those nodes or neurons

[66]. Typically, neural networks are adjusted, or trained, so that a particular input leads to

a specific target output. Figure 5 illustrates a scenario where the network is adjusted based

on a comparison of the output and the target, until the network output matches the target.
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Figure 5: Diagram of general computation process of a Neural Network
.

Typically, numerous input/target pairs are needed for training with the network being

split into multiple layers namely input layer, hidden layer and output layer [67]. The network

is trained by algorithms comprising of various training functions [68]. Backpropagation

technique is one the earliest and one the most common training method. This method can be

slow to converge to a solution but it can be sped up and made less sensitive to small features

in the error surface such as shallow local minima by combining techniques such as batching

and adaptive learning rate [69]. Hagan reported the first development of the Levenberg-

Marquardt algorithm for neural networks [70]. It described the theory and application of

the algorithm, which trains neural networks at a rate 10 to 100 times faster than the usual

gradient descent backpropagation method. This algorithm appears to be the fastest method

for training moderate-sized feedforward neural networks (up to several hundred weights).

Neural networks can be trained to perform complex functions in various fields, including

pattern recognition, identification, classification, speech, vision, and control systems. Lately

there has been a significant growth of interest in utilizing artificial intelligence in solving

different problems within the aerospace community [13]. Neural networks have been used in

case of mass optimal control for Earth-Mars transfers as well as for time-optimal low thrust

orbit raising scenario [14, 15].
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1.3 Thesis Contributions

The thesis contributions are as follows:

• A set of neural networks is developed and incorporated to a low thrust trajectory opti-

mizer in order to analyze electric orbit-raising maneuvers starting from GTO, sub-GTO

and super-GTO. The neural network provides as output the power degradation of the

solar array due to exposure to the Van Allen radiation belts. The network computes the

power degradation of the solar array after the end of a single revolution around Earth,

and updates the thrust availability for the next revolution of the transfer. The proposed

framework used to compute the power loss has minimal impact on the computational

time for the overall trajectory design. The research findings has been published as part

of an article in MDPI Aerospace Journal in 2020 [71].

• The proton radiation data obtained includes different flux data modes, namely the mean

mode, percentile mode and Monte Carlo mode, available through AE9/AP9 model.

Studies in literature mostly consider radiation dose computations based on mean val-

ues. The addition of the different flux mode provides a wider picture of the space

environmental effects and fills a gap in the literature. The findings of the work has been

presented in the 31st AAS/AIAA Space Flight Mechanics Meeting (2021) and will be

published in the proceedings [72].

• The set of neural networks have been combined to form a single generalized network

which can predict the power loss rapidly and efficiently irrespective of the initial transfer

orbit. This removes the need of switching between networks specifically when a mission

designer analyzes numerous mission scenarios.

1.4 Organization of Thesis

The thesis is organized as follows:

• In chapter 2, the low thrust orbit raising problem and the solar cell degradation model

for all-electric satellites is formulated. A brief discussion on the non ionizing energy
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loss and displacement damage dose is conducted. Furthermore an updated trajectory

optimization algorithm incorporating the prediction of power degradation using artificial

neural network has been proposed for orbit raising scenario.

• In chapter 3, the process for generating the radiation database for the neural network is

introduced. AE9/AP9 and SPENVIS software is utilized to produce the data. Moreover,

a description for the neural network model utilized for predicting the associated solar

array power degradation is presented. A brief regression analysis is also conducted to

evaluate the accuracy of the proposed network.

• In chapter 4, the proposed method is implemented to a sequential low-thrust orbit-

raising solver for a number of orbit raising scenario and the network outputs are analyzed

through various numerical examples. Also the obtained results are compared with

similar orbit transfers from existing literature to demonstrate the performance of the

proposed technique.

• In chapter 5, the research is summarized and recommendations for future work is sug-

gested.
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CHAPTER II

PROBLEM FORMULATION

2.1 Orbit Raising Problem Formulation

2.1.1 Spacecraft Dynamics

For describing the spacecraft dynamics, two reference frames are considered. They are the

standard geocentric equatorial inertial frame I and the orbital reference frame O obtained

after a 2-1 rotation sequence of the inertial reference frame. The translational dynamics of

the spacecraft is based on Newtonian mechanics and for the orbit raising mission a two-body

problem is considered.

Let us denote the position vector and the velocity vector of the spacecraft with respect

to Earth by r and v respectively. Thus the translational motion of the spacecraft can be

written as follows,(1)

ṙ = v (1)

v̇ = − µ

r3
r +

F

m
(2)

ṁ = −F

c
(3)

Here, r is the magnitude of r and represents the radial distance, m is mass of the space-

craft, µ denotes the Earth’s gravitational parameter, F represents the thrust of the electric

propulsion system and c is the characteristic constant of the propulsion system which repre-

sents the product of the specific impulse Isp and the acceleration due to gravity of the Earth

g0.
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2.1.2 Sequential Orbit Raising

For sequential orbit raising, the optimal control problem is segregated into a sequence of opti-

mal control sub-problems, with each sub-problems optimizing the thrusting scheme over one

revolution while minimizing the deviation from GEO. In the dynamic model, the spacecraft

states are described by magnitude of the specific angular momentum vector h, components of

the specific angular momentum vector along X and Y axes (hx & hy) of the inertial frame I,

the components of the eccentricity vector along the X and Y axes (ex & ey) of the reference

frame O and a true anomaly like angle φ which determines the location of the spacecraft [8].

Further details of the angle φ can be found in reference [8]. Thus the state vector can be

written as,

x =
[
h hx hy ex ey φ

]T
(4)

Therefore the equation of motion could be represented by,

ẋ = f (x) +G (x)u (5)

Where x is the state vector and u is the control thrust vector. f ∈ R6 represents the

Keplerian change of state variables and G ∈ R6×3 represents the non-Keplerian acceleration

terms to the rates of change of state variables [8].

f =
[
0 0 0 0 0 µ2B2

h3

]T
(6)

u =


Fr

Fn

Fh

 (7)
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(8)

Here, Fr, Fn and Fh represents the thrust components in the radial, transverse (in-plane)

and out-of-plane direction. The components of the thrust and the control angles α and β

are shown in Figure 6. The functions A and B are given by, A = exsinφ − eycosφ and

B = 1 + excosφ+ eysinφ.

ĥ

r̂

n̂

r

F

�

α

o
rb

it
 p

la
n
e

Figure 6: Representation of thrust components and control angles α, β [71]

In this dynamic model, the 5 state variables h, hx, hy, ex, ey are considered as ‘slow’

variables when compared to φ as they change very slowly due to low thrust. The spacecraft
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also has to pass through the shadow of the Earth during the transfer. The shadow effects

the power generation of the spacecraft as the solar electric propulsion is dependent on the

availability of sunlight. In this research we assume that during eclipses there is no thrust,

meaning the trajectory of the orbiter is a conic section in the shadow of the Earth.

In the case of low-thrust orbit raising scenario an optimal control problem is solved to

minimize the transfer time from it’s initial orbit state to the final state considering the

problem constraints [8]. In this research, the utilized approach solves a sequence of optimal

control sub problems to produce fast computations of low thrust trajectories [71]. Due to

the light weight structure of the all-electric spacecraft, a spiral trajectory is formed during

orbit transfer consisting of multiple revolutions. Each optimization sub-problem corresponds

to one revolution while the true anomaly like angle φ changes by 2π. The objective of each

optimization sub problem is to take the spacecraft towards the GEO as close as possible

after each revolution.

x

x x

x

k-1

k
k+1

k+2
x(u )k x(u    )k+1

x(u     )k+2

Figure 7: Low-thrust orbit-raising as a sequence of optimization sub-problems [71]
.

Figure 7 provides a schematic for the sequential orbit-raising problem, as the spacecraft

states change across revolutions k − 1 to k, and then from k to k + 1, and so on. In this

method, to reach GEO we have to ensure 3 key points:

• The magnitude of the specific angular momentum of the osculating orbit is as nearby

as possible of that of the GEO.

• The deviation of magnitude of the projection of angular momentum vector to the X-Y

plane (hxy =
√

h2
x + h2

y) is as low as possible.
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• The difference in eccentricity between the orbit and GEO is minimum.

Thus the objective function of each optimization sub-problem, solved during the k-th

revolution, is given by:[8]

J = min[w1(hGEO − hend)
2 + w2(h

2
X,end + h2

Y,end) + w3(e
2
x,end + e2y,end)] (9)

The objective function is subject to the dynamic constraints (equations of motion) given

in Equation (5). Here, w1,w2 and w3 are the scalar weights for the individual objectives. The

control variables for the optimization sub-problem are the thrust magnitude and the angles α

and β that provide the thrust direction as shown in Figure 6. Using these angles, the thrust

components are written as Fr = F cosα cos β in the radial direction, Fn = F sinα cos β

in the transverse direction (in-plane), and Fh = F sin β normal to the orbital plane, with

F =
√

F 2
r + F 2

n + F 2
h . A point to be noted here is that the thrust magnitude is bounded

0 ≤ F ≤ Fav owing to the low-thrust propulsion system, where Fav is the available thrust

that can be generated by the propulsion system. It is obvious that Fav = 0 in the shadow of

the Earth; else, Fav > 0. Details of the sequential orbit raising and optimization of trajectory

can be further found in reference [8].

2.2 Solar Cell Degradation

To obtain the solar cell power degradation, the radiation environment needs to be combined

with energy dependence of the cell damage coefficients. There are mainly two approaches of

determining the displacement damage, namely the Equivalent Fluence method created by the

Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and the Displacement Damage Dose method developed by

the NRL. In the first approach the normal incidence of 1 MeV electron fluence is determined

and the degradation of the solar cells of interest are characterised based on that [55, 73, 74].

But the major drawback of this method is the requirement for extensive ground testing.

For the second approach, the displacement damage dose is calculated from the non ionizing

energy loss (NIEL) for particles traversing the cell material[75, 76]. The NRL approach is
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comparatively easier to implement and requires less experimental data. Thus we implement

the displacement damage dose method in our study.

Now let us consider that the spacecraft starts with a solar array beginning-of-life power

of P0. Let the power after k-th revolution is given by Pk, where k ≥ 1. It must be noted

that the power available Pk is actually a function of the radiation dose encountered by the

spacecraft during the transfer, because the impacting charged particles in the Van Allen

radiation belts degrade the solar arrays. The degradation of the solar array is given by the

following equation formulated by the NRL [9, 62, 64],

Pk

Pk−1

= A− C log10

(
1 +

Dk

Dx

)
, (10)

where Dk is the displacement damage dose due to the charged particles impacting on the

solar panels during the revolution. A, C, Dx are empirically derived constants for specific

type of solar cell being used. Among the charged particles, the protons do considerably

more damage than electrons [7]. Hence, in the context of this paper, we consider Dk to

indicate the displacement damage dose due to protons during that revolution. In our study,

the values of the displacement damage dose is of major interest as it will eventually lead to

the amount of power degraded. Under these considerations, the maximum thrust available

during the Sun-lit portion of the k-th revolution can then be written as follows:

Fav,k =
2ηpPk

g0Isp
, (11)

where Pk is the power available from the solar arrays, ηp is the propulsion efficiency, g0 is

the acceleration due to gravity at the surface of the Earth and Isp is the specific impulse of

the propulsion system.

2.3 Displacement Damage Dose and NIEL

This subsection describes the displacement damage dose (DDD) parameter as mentioned

in Equation 10. Solar cells are subject to degradation by exposure to proton and electron
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radiation. A major component of the displacement damage dose methodology is the use

of non-ionizing energy loss (NIEL) in radiation damage correlations, thus calculating the

end-of-life (EOL) solar cell performance in space. There are four basic components involved

in implementing the DDD method for solar cell EOL studies:

• Determination of the incident radiation spectra

• Calculation of the corresponding attenuated radiation spectra after having passed through

shielding of known thickness

• Calculation of the total DDD for the mission of interest and

• Determination of the expected solar cell degradation.

For a spectrum of proton particles in space, the displacement damage dose is obtained

from the following Equation (12) as mentioned in Reference [41],

Dk =

∫ Emax

Emin

dφf (E)

dE
NIEL(E) dE (12)

Here, φf denotes the fluence of protons with energy E and NIEL represents the corresponding

non ionizing energy loss. Note that NIEL is the quantity that describes the rate of energy loss

due to atomic displacements as charged particle traverses a material [76]. NIEL is calculated

by using Equation (13) and it’s unit is typically MeV/cm or MeV-cm2/g .

NIEL(E) =

∫ π

θmin

dσ(θ, E)

dΩ
T (θ, E) L[T (θ, E)] dΩ (13)

Here dσ
dΩ

represents the differential cross section for atomic displacements, T denotes the

average recoil energy of the target atoms, θ is the scattering angle and L is the Lindhard

partition factor which essentially partitions the energy into ionizing and non-ionizing events.

For the final step of database generation, the displacement damage dose obtained from

Equation (12) is plugged into Equation (10) to provide the corresponding power degradation.
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2.4 Low Thrust Trajectory Optimization Algorithm

The terminal state condition is achieved by minimizing the difference of magnitude of the

specific angular momentum, eccentricity and magnitude of the projection of angular momen-

tum vector between the osculating orbit and the GEO as mentioned earlier in Equation 9.

For each sub problem the earth’s shadow effects or eclipses are taken into consideration and

no thrusting is assumed for those segments. Further details of the sub problem optimization

can be found in reference [8]. At the end of each revolution, from the spacecraft states we

obtain the inputs for the artificial neural network (ANN), which predicts the corresponding

power degradation thus providing the power available for the following revolutions. As the

power availability and DDD are provided by the network, it eliminates the additional incor-

poration of Equations 10 and 12 within the optimizer. This process continues till reaching

the terminal condition. The algorithm summarizing the optimization process is illustrated

in Figure 8.

Initial 
conditions

Compute state 

variables

Terminal condition

satisfied?

Determine eclipse, coasting 

segments and compute state 

variables at the end of each 

revolution

Update spacecraft 

thrust with ANN 

generated output

NO

Final 

trajectory
YES

Figure 8: Trajectory optimization algorithm
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In this section, we discuss a method to determine the solar array power degradation and

generate a database for reaching the GEO from the initial orbit. The database is created

by combining the flux data from AE9/AP9 tool developed by the Air Force Research Lab

(AFRL) with the European Space Agency developed SPENVIS software. The displacement

damage dose output is used to calculate the power degradation after each revolution due

to radiation. Then the neural network is created with the obtained database and combined

with a trajectory optimizer to generate the optimal trajectory.

3.1 Database Generation

The solar cell power degradation data generation procedure mainly involves four key steps.

At first the incident radiation spectra of protons of various energy levels is determined using

AE9/AP9. Secondly calculation of attenuated radiation spectra is conducted after having

passed through some given shielding. Next we proceed on to calculating the displacement

damage dose due to the impinging highly charged protons for our mission of interest by

using the SPENVIS tool. Finally NRL formulated equation is utilized to determine the solar

cell power degradation. Figure 19 summarizes the overall solar cell power degradation data

generation process. Here a point to be noted is that, it is not an automated process and

requires the user to provide input for the orbital elements, particle and shield properties for

every scenario.
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Figure 9: Flowchart for cell degradation database generation

The AE9/AP9 model comes with four running modes corresponding to various types

of flux data. Mean mode provides the mean behavior of the model with no uncertainty

added. Percentile mode provides the statistical behavior of the model. Perturbed mode

adds uncertainty in the mean flux maps due to measurement and gap filling errors. While

Monte Carlo mode contains the perturbed mean uncertainty as well as an estimate of the

dynamic variations due to the space weather processes.

3.1.1 Orbit Generation

Before generating the proton displacement damage dose for calculating the corresponding

solar array power degradation we are required to generate the orbit trajectory in SPENVIS.

Most of the models implemented in SPENVIS require as input a set of point on a spacecraft

trajectory or a user-defined set of geographic points. These sets of points are produced by

two tools namely the orbit generator and the coordinate grid generator. Any one of them

can be utilized for the purpose before proceeding to the next step of flux data generation. In
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Figure 10: Orbit generation in SPENVIS

this case the orbit generator was used. The SPENVIS orbit generator computes trajectory

osculatory orbital elements using a numerical Runge-Kutta integration method. The inde-

pendent variable is the eccentric anomaly. Osculatory elements are computed at constant

equidistant eccentric anomaly steps. The orbit generator can further be used for computing

geostationary orbits, low earth orbits, highly eccentric orbits and flybys. The oblateness of

the Earth as well the gravitational attraction of the Sun and Moon are taken into consid-

eration while generating the orbit trajectory. Furthermore effects of air drag by means of

the CIRA ( Committee on space research International Reference Atmosphere) atmospheric

model and solar radiation pressure are also included.

The spacecraft trajectory is defined in terms of a mission, i.e. in addition to defining

the spacecraft orbital elements, the time period the spacecraft is in orbit has to be specified

as well. A mission can be subdivided in segments, with different orbital characteristics.

Once the mission has been defined, orbital parameters have to be specified for each mission
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Figure 11: Plot of orbit parameters as a function of time in SPENVIS

segment.

In SPENVIS, spacecraft orbit is described by means of a number of parameters (apogee

altitude, perigee altitude, inclination, true anomaly), a start date and a duration. The

start date corresponds to the date and time of the first point written on the output file. The

duration can be specified as a number or orbits, or directly as a duration in days (non-integer

numbers of orbits or days are allowed). It is not expedient to generate a trajectory file for the

whole of a typical mission duration, instead a duration should be selected that guarantees

coverage of all geographic locations. For LEO and GEO trajectories, this is typically of the

order of one day, for intermediate trajectories a longer duration may be needed. For very

high altitude trajectories, a short duration is sufficient, as the models that can be run on a

trajectory do not depend on spacecraft location outside the magnetosphere. After the orbit

is generated, we can plot the orbit parameters as a function of time as shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 12: Flux data generation using AE9/AP9 and SPENVIS

3.1.2 Flux Data Generation

After generation of the desired orbit using orbital elements, we proceed onto AE9/AP9

radiation tool for generate the particle flux data. The AE9/AP9 model comes along with

four running modes corresponding to various types of flux data. They are as follows:

• Mean: Provides mean behaviour of the model with no uncertainty added

• Percentile: Provides statistical behaviour of the model with no uncertainty added

• Perturbed: Includes the uncertainty in the mean flux maps due to measurement and

gap-filling errors

• Monte Carlo: Contains all of the perturbed mean uncertainty plus an estimate of the

dynamic variations due to space weather processes

Mean mode provides the mean value. The percentile number is in the range 1-99. For the

Perturbed and Monte Carlo modes, we need to set the ‘Number of Runs’ in the range 1-999

(typical values are > 10) and has the choice to compute the aggregates in terms of ‘mean’

or ‘percentile’ across the different runs (scenarios) at each time-step as shown in Figure 12.

Omnidirectional electron/proton particle fluxes are integrated over each time step to

compute fluences for each energy level. In AE9/AP9 tool (Version 1.50), for the electrons
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Figure 13: Plot for proton average flux data using AE9/AP9

and protons the default available energy range is respectively [0.04,10] MeV and [0.1,2000]

MeV as shown in table 1.
Table 1: Proton and electron default energy levels available in AE9/AP9

Proton Energies 0.10, 0.20, 0.40, 0.60, 0.80, 1.00, 2.00, 4.00, 6.00, 8.00, 10.0, 15.0,
(MeV) 20.0, 30.0, 50.0, 60.0, 80.0, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 700, 1200, 2000

Electron Energies 0.04, 0.07, 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 1.50, 2.00, 2.50,
(MeV) 3.00, 3.50, 4.00, 4.50, 5.00, 5.50, 6.00, 6.50, 7.00, 8.50, 10.0

As mentioned previously, we are only considering the effects of protons in our study due

to it being more dominant in the degradation of solar cells. If we look at the proton flux

data generated by AP9 we notice that the flux value decreases significantly with the increase

of energy level as shown in Figure 13

3.1.3 Cell Definition and DDD Data Generation

The final steps of the radiation data generation process includes, defining the solar cell

with associated shielding and calculating the displacement damage dose due to the charged

proton particles. Mulassis tool (incorporated within SPENVIS) allows the definition of a

multi-layered, one-dimensional shield and incident particle source, and it simulates radiation
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Figure 14: Material description in SPENVIS

Figure 15: Cell definition in SPENVIS
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transport through the geometry, treating electromagnetic and nuclear interactions. Upon

completion of the simulation, the tool provides the following information as a function of

geometry layer:

• The particle fluence as a function of particle species, energy, angle and boundary be-

tween the layers.

• Energy deposition in the layer or ionising dose in the layer.

• Non-ionising dose (NID), based on the fluence and NIEL coefficients.

The NID can be calculated in units of ‘rad’ or ‘MeV/g’ based on the fluence results and

NIEL coefficients from CERN [77], JPL [78] or JPL/NRL/NASA 2003 [79]. Hereafter, we

proceed to define the geometry of the cell. The default geometry is a single planar slab

geometry with multiple layers and that is what has been applied in this thesis as shown in

Figure 14. Then the cell type is selected from the predefined list of 8 different materials.

‘Azur 3G30’ is chosen as the solar array material for the study, which comprises of a triple

junction cell with GaInP/GaAs/Ge layers on a Germanium substrate. Furthermore, the

cover glass material thickness and density can be specified as shown in Figure 15. Finally

the resulting displacement damage dose is calculated by using Equations (12) and (13).

The available power of the spacecraft is then found out by plugging the DDD results into

Equation (10).

3.2 Neural Network Structure

In this thesis, we propose the implementation of an artificial neural network (ANN) to

predict the loss of power of the solar array during each revolution of the low-thrust orbit-

raising trajectory. An ANN is primarily a computational learning technique comprising of

interconnected nodes that correlates various input and output data by varying the associated

weights until a desired performance goal is met. Major parameters for developing an ANN

are the number of inputs, number of hidden layers, number of neurons in the hidden layer

and the activation functions used for normalizing the training data. In our case, input to the
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neural network is given by set of the orbital elements z = [a, e, i] that can be derived from

the state variables mentioned in Reference [71]. The output of the network is considered to

be the loss of power due to radiation dose experienced by the orbiter during a single time

period for a specific type of solar cell technology with a certain amount of shield material.

For a network with a single hidden layer as shown in Figure 16, the predicted single output

or power loss due to degradation in our case is defined as [71],

P̂D = f2 (W2 (f1 (W1z + b1)) + b2) , (14)

where W1 and W2 are weight matrices associated with input-hidden layer and hidden-output

layer respectively. These matrices have dimensions of nh ×mi and 1× nh respectively with

mi and nh being two positive integers. Here, mi indicates the number of inputs while nh

is the number of nodes in the hidden layer, b1 is the bias matrix of the hidden layer with

dimensions nh × 1, b2 is a bias term for the output layer and is a scalar because the ANN

has only one output, f1 and f2 represent the activation functions used for the hidden and

output layers respectively.

The purpose of using the activation function is to provide an element-wise nonlinearities

to the network [13]. Among the various available types of activation functions such as

sigmoid, ReLU, tanh etc, a specific type is selected based on the complexity of the data

being trained. The behavior of the neural network is dependent on the associated weights

between the nodes of two consecutive layers. At first, the inputs are propagated forward

through the network layers with initial weights to obtain an output. Based on the difference

between the obtained and the target output, the weights are re-evaluated after each iteration

through back-propagation until the error difference is minimized or reaches a predetermined

limit. In general, for evaluating the performance of the network, mean squared error is

utilized where,

MSE =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(
P̂Di − PDi

)2

. (15)

Here, P̂Di and PDi are the predicted and actual output values (power loss due to solar array
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Figure 16: Artificial neural network architecture with a single hidden layer [71]

degradation in our case) respectively for the i-th training data point, with n being the total

training points. The training is halted after the defined performance target is met,that is,

the mean-squared error falls within a preset tolerance value.

3.3 Neural Network Training and Simulation

Here, we discuss the neural network training of the radiation data obtained from AE9/AP9

tooland SPENVIS as well as the overall training procedure. The initial step of the training

method includes the generation of the power degradation database due to proton dose.

For our study we considered the target orbit as GEO to create the database for various

GTO-GEO, Sub GTO-GEO and Super GTO-GEO transfer scenario. A small database is

created depicting the power degradation due to the displacement damage dose while varying

the semi-major axis (a), eccentricity (e) and orbit inclination (i). AE9/AP9 tool which is
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developed by the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) is utilized alongside SPENVIS tool

developed by the European Space Agency (ESA) to create the database for proton dose and

corresponding power degradation. Classical orbital elements are utilized to define the orbits

and mission start time is considered to be 1st March 2020. As predefined in the AE9/AP9

tool, 25 different proton energy levels ranging from 0.1-2000 MeV are used for computing the

proton flux data. The models are run in different modes namely, the mean mode, percentile

mode and Monte Carlo mode for all energy levels. Silicon dioxide is assumed to be the shield

material with a depth of 4 mils. The database consisted of GTO, Sub GTO, Super GTO

with 33 different eccentricities and orbital altitudes for each modes while the inclination

was varied from 0 to 28.5 degrees [71]. The solar cell power degradation is calculated using

Equation (10) after the determination of the corresponding proton dose. Throughout the

whole training and simulation process , we assumed the cells to be of Azur 3G30, a third

generation triple junction (GaInP/GaAs/Ge) based semiconductor cell as shown in Figure 17

. The empirical constants A, C and Dx for the Azur 3G30 solar cell, considered in this paper,

are determined to be to be 1, 0.306 and 3.63×109 MeV/g respectively [80]. Note here that the

radiation dose and the power degradation is dependent on the used cell and shield material

properties. A variation in the used material will need re-evaluation of the neural network,

however, the proposed methodology will remain the same. For orbits with high altitudes,

damage dose thus the power degradation will start to decrease as the inner Van Allen belt

is mostly prominent in the vicinity of low earth and medium earth orbits.

Figure 17: Azur3G30 space solar cell [81]
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Figure 18: Training of network in Matlab NN toolbox

For predicting the power loss due to radiation, the ANN was created using nntool toolbox

of Matlab software.The radiation database input is taken in the form of (3×1) matrix of a,

e, i for 33 different orbits. The range of orbital eccentricities is taken between 0 to 0.8

while the inclination is varied across 0 to 28.5 degrees. The initial perigee altitude for the

orbits were taken as 250 km while for apogee altitude it was considered as 35786 km for

GTO, 30000 km for SubGTO and 45000 km for SuperGTO case. From the neural network

architecture, we can define the dimensions of the weight and bias matrices. For our network

the weight matrices W1, W2 had dimensions of (10×3) and (1×10) respectively, whereas

the bias b1, b2 has dimensions of (10×1) and (1×1). The weights and the bias adjusts the

output along with the weighted sum of the inputs to each node or neuron.The characteristics
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of the network is determined by the associated weights that connects the nodes of different

layers. Considering the small range of data being used only 1 hidden layer consisting of 10

neurons was deemed sufficient. The generated database was randomly divided into three

sets to train the ANN: 70 percent being considered for training, 15 percent for testing and

the remaining 15 percent for validation.The training subset is used to compute the gradient

and update the network weights as well as biases. The validation data subset checks for over

fitting of the network. The third data set which is the test is used to obtain estimates of

the network performance on non-trained unseen data. For normalizing the data, activation

function logsig is selected for the hidden layer while it is considered to be tanh for the

output layer. Levenberg-Marquardt optimizer is used as training algorithm due to its rapid

convergence rate [82]. The LM training algorithm updates the weights between the nodes

by minimizing the deviation of the predicted and the target output. Mean squared error

is considered as the performance measuring tool of the network and in all 3 transfer cases,

the MSE was set to be between 0.01 and 0.001. Training was stopped by the LM algorithm

when the MSE went below the predefined threshold.
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Figure 19: ANN training regression for GTO-GEO transfer case

Figure 19 illustrates the ANN training regression for the transfer case of GTO to GEO.

The plot outlines the correlation coefficient value R between the target and the predicted

output of the network during the training, validation as well as the testing segment. The R

value measures the strength and the direction of a linear relationship between two variable.

This value is an indication of the relationship between the outputs and targets. If R = 1,

this indicates that there is an exact linear relationship between outputs and targets. On

the other R value nearing zero indicates minimal linear relevance between the output and

target values. For GTO-GEO transfer scenario this value turned out to be 0.99842 thus

demonstrating a favorable response [72].
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Figure 20: ANN training regression for sub GTO-GEO transfer case

Figure 20 and Figure 21 illustrate the ANN training regression for the Sub GTO-GEO and

Super GTO-GEO transfer scenario respectively. In both cases the R value ranged between

0.97 and 0.99 for the training, validation and testing segments . Since a value close to 1

means a precise linear relevance thus the training data indicates a good fit and the network

has been able to model the inputs with good accuracy [72].

A separate generalized neural network is also created for predicting the power degradation

during orbit raising. Same as mentioned in the previous cases, we had 3 inputs (a, e, i) and 1

output (degraded power percentage) for the network. 1 hidden layer with 13 nodes was used

in this case. Levenberg-Marquardt optimizer was used as the training algorithm. The MSE

for the training was 0.01 for this case. Figure 22 illustrates the ANN training regression for
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Figure 21: ANN training regression for super GTO-GEO transfer case

the unified general network. The generalized network includes data from all three different

transfer scenarios mentioned previously i.e. Sub GTO-GEO, GTO-GEO and Super GTO-

GEO respectively. In this case the R value also ranged between 0.97 and 0.99 for the training,

validation and testing segments . Since a value close to 1 means a precise linear relevance

thus the training data indicates a good fit and the network has been able to model the inputs

with relatively high accuracy.
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Figure 22: ANN training regression for the generalized ANN
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CHAPTER IV

SIMULATION RESULTS

In this chapter, power loss due to radiation effect on the solar cells of a satellite with 4mils

shielding, predicted by the neural network is analyzed. Also simulations with different sce-

narios are conducted to obtain various parameters of the research objective. All simulations

are conducted by non-dimensionalizing the states of the spacecraft. The radius of the GEO

orbit is set as the non-dimensional distance unit (1 DU). The time unit (1 TU) is adjusted

such that the gravitational constant is 1 DU3/1 TU2. The initial mass of the spacecraft

is assumed to be the mass unit (1 MU). For the simulation we assume that the spacecraft

has an initial mass of 5000 kg and is equipped with an engine consisting of four BPT-4000

thrusters firing simultaneously providing a thrust of 1.16 N. The specific impulse in this case

is 1788 sec. All the simulations are run on a device using Win10 OS on Intel i7 , 2.59 GHz

processor with 8 Cores and 16 GB RAM [71]. Moreover for generating the training data for

the artificial neural network, AE9/AP9 Version 1.50.001 and SPENVIS Version 4.6.10 was

utilized.

4.1 GTO-GEO Transfer with Power Degradation

Here we analyze the trajectories to GEO from GTO with a perigee altitude of 250 km,

apogee altitude of 35786 km and inclination of 28.5 deg. The trajectories are generated with

degrading thrust due to radiation and coasting-ON scenario. The transfer time with the

degrading thrust is increased to 176.6 days from 159.81 days when mean flux data was taken

into consideration. The degradation in this case was 12.4 percent as depicted in Figure

24. The decrease in the thrust makes the spacecraft less maneuverable and increase the

time to reach the GEO. The orbiter needed additional 21 revolutions to reach GEO with

degrading thrust conditions. The spacecraft made 267 revolutions before reaching the GEO

with a transfer time of 188.7 days when 95th percentile flux data was assumed. The power
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Figure 23: Variation of orbital elements during GTO-GEO transfer.

degradation in this case turned out to be 20.02%. For AE9/AP9 Monte Carlo mode data the

degradation was 24.9% with a transfer time of about 198 days. Summary of the trajectory

results for GTO-GEO case are compared for constant and degrading thrust in Table 2. Also

the variation of orbital elements such as the semi major axis and eccentricity are shown in

Figure 23.
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Figure 24: Predicted power degradation using ANN for GTO-GEO transfer (mean flux data)
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Table 2: Performance comparison for GTO to GEO transfer

Parameter Constant Degrading Thrust Degrading Thrust Degrading Thrust
thrust (mean mode) (percentile mode) (MC mode)

Transfer time (days) 159.81 176.6 188.72 198.05
Revolutions 231 252 267 278

Final Power (kW) 7.0 6.13 5.59 5.26
Power loss (%) 0 12.4 20.02 24.9

4.2 Sub-GTO-GEO Transfer with Power Degradation

Here we analyze the trajectories to GEO from Sub GTO with a perigee altitude of 250 km,

apogee altitude of 30000 km and inclination of 28.5 deg. The trajectories are generated

with degrading thrust due to radiation and coasting-ON scenario. The transfer time with

the degrading thrust is increased to 184.45 days from 167.55 days when mean flux data was

taken into consideration. The degradation in this case was 13.83 percent as depicted in

Figure 26. The reduction of thrust makes the spacecraft less maneuverable and prolongs the

time to reach the GEO. The orbiter needed additional 24 revolutions to reach GEO with

degrading thrust conditions. The spacecraft made 320 revolutions before reaching the GEO

with a transfer time of 204.20 days when 95th percentile flux data was assumed. The power

degradation in this case turned out to be 25.5%. Variation of the orbital elements such as

the semi major axis and eccentricity during the aforementioned transfer with constant as

well as degrading thrust when mean flux data was considered is depicted in Figure 25. For

AE9/AP9 Monte Carlo mode data the degradation was 26.8% with a transfer time of about

215.5 days. Summary of the trajectory results for Sub GTO-GEO case are compared for

constant and degrading thrust in Table 3.
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Figure 25: Variation of semi-major axis and eccentricity for sub GTO-GEO transfer
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Figure 26: Predicted power degradation using ANN for sub GTO-GEO transfer

Table 3: Performance comparison for sub-GTO to GEO transfer

Parameter Constant Degrading Thrust Degrading Thrust Degrading Thrust
thrust (mean mode) (percentile mode) (MC mode)

Transfer time (days) 167.55 184.45 204.20 215.50
Revolutions 276 300 326 339

Final Power (kW) 7.0 6.03 5.21 5.12
Power loss (%) 0 13.83 25.5 26.8
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4.3 Super-GTO-GEO Transfer with Power Degradation

Here we analyze the trajectories to GEO from Super-GTO with an initial perigee altitude

of 250 km, apogee altitude of 45000 km and inclination of 28.5 deg. The trajectories are

generated with degrading thrust due to radiation and coasting-ON scenario. The transfer

time with the degrading thrust is increased to 166.19 days from 153.14 days when mean

flux data was taken into consideration with power degradation of about 10.09% as shown in

Figure 28. The decrease in the thrust makes the spacecraft less maneuverable and increase

the time to reach the GEO. The orbiter needed additional 15 revolutions to reach GEO

with degrading thrust conditions. The spacecraft made 222 revolutions before reaching the

GEO with a transfer time of 180.25 days when 95th percentile flux data was assumed. The

power degradation in this case turned out to be 19.0%. For AE9/AP9 Monte Carlo mode

data the degradation was 26.4% with a transfer time of about 194.22 days. Variation of

the orbital elements such as the semi major axis and eccentricity during the aforementioned

transfer with constant as well as degrading thrust is depicted in Figure 27. Summary of the

trajectory results for Super-GTO-GEO case are compared for constant and degrading thrust

in Table 4.
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Figure 27: Variation of semi-major axis and eccentricity for Super-GTO-GEO transfer
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Figure 28: Predicted power degradation using ANN for Super-GTO-GEO transfer

Table 4: Performance comparison for Super-GTO to GEO transfer

Parameter Constant Degrading Thrust Degrading Thrust Degrading Thrust
thrust (mean mode) (percentile mode) (MC mode)

Transfer time (days) 153.14 166.19 180.25 194.22
Revolutions 191 206 222 238

Final Power (kW) 7.0 6.29 5.67 5.17
Power loss (%) 0 10.09 19.00 26.04

Figures 24, 26 and 28 demonstrates the predicted power degradation of the solar array for

GTO-GEO, sub GTO-GEO and super GTO- GEO transfers respectively while considering

mean proton flux data from AE9/AP9. In all the cases it is noticed that initially, as the

spacecraft traverses through the inner belt, the power loss is more and when the spacecraft

reaches higher altitudes the available power remains almost the same. The available power

is reduced by approximately 12.4 percent for transfer of the spacecraft to GEO from GTO.

For sub GTO-GEO transfer scenario the power loss is about 13.83 percent. Moreover power

is degraded by approximately 10 percent in case of super-GTO-GEO transfer. Due to the

reduction of the thrust availability we observe a rise in the transfer time when compared to

constant thrust scenario. It is also noticeable that in all three cases the Monte Carlo flux data

mode demonstrated the maximum degradation as it included the uncertainty perturbations.
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Table 5: Comparison of results

Initial Orbit Propulsion
Parameters

Cell
Characteristics

Power Degradation
(Literature)

Power Degradation
(ANN)

a = 24396 km
e = 0.73
i =28.5 deg

m0 = 2100 kg
Isp = 1800 s
Tmax = 0.498 N

GaInP/GaAs/Ge
Triple Junction
4 mils Shield

10.59% (Ref. [9]) 12.12%

a = 24421 km
e = 0.726
i =28.5 deg

m0 = 2600 kg
Isp = 1800 s
Tmax = 0.42 N 12.9% (Ref. [83]) 17.6%

a = 24396 km
e = 0.73
i =28.5 deg

m0 = 5000 kg
Isp = 1788 s
Tmax = 1.16 N

18.1% (Ref. [80]) 20.02%

Transfer from sub GTO to GEO had the most radiation effects when compared to GTO-GEO

and super GTO-GEO case.

Table 5 shows the comparison of results between our ANN approach and already existing

literature. The obtained results are compared with similar orbit-raising mission scenario

presented in References [9, 83] and [80]. In the first two cases we considered transfers from

GTO to GEO with mean AP9 flux data while for the third case 95th percentile mode was

assumed. We took a triple junction solar cell(GaInP/GaAs/Ge) with 4 mils shielding for

the comparison. In all cases the remaining power after the transfer from GTO to GEO

turned out to be relatively close to our attained result, with power loss difference being

approximately 1.5 percent, 4.7 percent and 1.9 percent respectively [72]. The variation in

the power loss from the literature may occur from the fact that in all cases the applied

optimization technique was not the same.

4.4 Results for Generalized Neural Network

Here we analyze the trajectories to GEO from GTO, sub-GTO and super-GTO by using a

single generalized neural network instead of separate individual network for different scenar-

ios.The trajectories are generated with degrading thrust due to radiation and coasting-ON

scenario.

Figures 29 demonstrates the predicted power degradation of the solar array for sub GTO-
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(a) Sub GTO-GEO case
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(b) GTO-GEO case
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(c) Super GTO-GEO case

Figure 29: Predicted power degradation for generalized NN for different transfer scenarios

GEO, GTO-GEO and super GTO-GEO transfers by using the generalized neural network

respectively while considering mean proton flux data from AE9/AP9. From the figures it is

again evident that the solar arrays go through a significant degradation of power during the

initial stages of the transfer as it has to pass through the inner Van Allen belt, which has

a higher concentration of charged protons when compared to the outer one. After crossing

the inner belt zone the proton radiation effect starts to lessen and corresponding power

degradation during that phase of the transfer also reduces and the available power becomes

almost constant till reaching the GEO.

Summary of the trajectory results during Sub GTO-GEO, GTO-GEO and super GTO-

GEO transfer cases are compared for the single neural network and the generalized network
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in Table 6. While comparing the results of the generalized network and single network

used for individual transfer scenarios we can notice a slight increase in the degraded power

percentage.

Table 6: Result comparison for single neural network and generalized neural network

Transfer Type Single Network Generalized Network
Transfer time- 184.45 days Transfer time- 188.14 days

Sub GTO-GEO Revolutions- 300 Revolutions- 304
Power degradation- 13.83% Power degradation- 14.17%
Transfer time- 176.6 days Transfer time- 179.9 days

GTO-GEO Revolutions- 252 Revolutions- 256
Power degradation- 12.4% Power degradation- 13.70%
Transfer time- 166.18 days Transfer time- 167.2 days

Super GTO-GEO Revolutions- 206 Revolutions- 207
Power degradation- 10.09% Power degradation- 10.30%

While comparing the results of the generalized network and single network used for indi-

vidual transfer scenarios we can notice a slight increase in the degraded power percentage.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

5.1 Thesis Summary

The main goal of this thesis was to create a framework using artificial neural network for

obtaining the solar array degradation in the space environment during low-thrust orbit-

raising maneuvers to the geosynchronous equatorial orbit (GEO), without a computational

run time penalty. Specifically, we create a database of geocentric orbit-raising trajectories

starting from different geosynchronous transfer orbits (GTO), along with associated radia-

tion damage. The solar array degradation due to charged particles are computed by using

AE9/AP9 radiation models to compute flux of charged particles along the trajectory and

the SPENVIS software to compute the displacement damage dose. Artificial neural network

is trained on the created database in an offline manner, with the goal of incorporating the

trained network within a trajectory optimizer. The optimizer solves a sequence of optimal

control sub-problems, with each sub-problem minimizing the deviation of the trajectory from

the GEO. At the end of each revolution, the solar array degradation is computed in order to

determine the available thrust for the next revolution. This research presents separate neu-

ral networks for GTO-GEO transfers, sub-GTO to GEO transfers, and super-GTO to GEO

transfers. Numerical results are presented for computation of radiation damage for such

orbit-raising maneuvers. We compared the results with those available in the literature, and

results show that the computed power degradation are similar. Owing to the fact that the

trajectory optimization solvers used to generate the solver are different, the differences in the

optimality of the trajectory contributes to the difference in predicted radiation damage. It is

known that the trajectory optimization framework we have used yields sub-optimal solutions

(higher transfer time), so the results that power degradation is higher is consistent with the

fact that transfer trajectories are longer (implying that the transit through the Van Allen
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radiation belts are likely longer as well). Moreover a generalized neural network combining

all three transfer scenario was investigated. The obtained results were close to the single

networks thus providing an additional benefit of using a single framework for different orbit

raising scenarios. Therefore,as our neural network based modeling is capable of allowing fast

radiation damage computations, it will enable mission designers to conduct rapid exploration

of design space, thus help in taking critical mission planning decisions in a quick and efficient

manner.

5.2 Future Work

Scopes for extension of the current work in future are as follows:

• The current work can be extended by creating the neural network with data from wide

range of orbits. The current range of orbit for radiation data generation is only within

the hundreds. Increasing the training datasets to the thousands will make the current

framework more effective.

• Parametric study can be conducted by varying the cell material as well as the shielding

parameters. These studies can provide a better insight into the effects of shielding as

well as help in selecting the cell material and shield thickness depending on the mission

requirements.

• In this research we only considered the proton radiation effects on the solar array. The

work can be extended further by including the effects of charged electrons. Although the

inclusion of the effects of electron may not significantly change the power degradation

of the solar electric propulsion system but it will nonetheless provide a more complete

picture of the radiation effects on the solar array.

• Our additional plan is to develop a framework that would train the network with ma-

terial property as one of the inputs which may provide an interesting solution to a

challenging problem and make this neural network approach more effective. Incorpo-

ration of the solar cell material and shielding information within the artificial neural
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networks will allow the application of the methodology to a wider array of electric

orbit-raising mission scenarios in an automated way.
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